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Abstract. CASA, the Common Astronomy Software Applications, is the primary
data processing software for the AtacamaLargeMillimeter/submillimeterArray (ALMA)
and the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and is often used also for other radio
telescopes. CASA has always been distributed as a single, integrated application, in-
cluding a Python interpreter and all the libraries, packages and modules. As part of the
ongoing development of CASA 6, and the switch from Python 2 to 3, CASA will pro-
vide greater flexibility for users to integrate CASA into existing Python workflows by
using a modular architecture and standard pip wheel installation. These proceedings of
the 2019 Astronomical Data Analysis Software & Systems (ADASS) conference will
give an overview of the CASA 6 project.
1. Introduction
The CommonAstronomy Software Applications package CASA (McMullin et al. 2007,
CASA team et al. in prep.) is the data processing software used by ALMA and
the VLA, and supports the various pipelines for ALMA, VLA and VLA Sky Survey
(VLASS). CASA has a versatility that also benefits the reduction and imaging of data
from other interferometric and single-dish radio telescopes.
The CASA infrastructure historically consisted of a set of C++ tools bundled to-
gether under an iPython interface as data reduction tasks that are scriptable or can be
called via task interface. CASA has always been distributed as a single integrated ap-
plication, but many users find it difficult to use CASA tools and tasks along with the
other python packages. These proceedings describe how users will be able to inte-
grate CASA version 6 into their existing Python environment, with tools and tasks as
standard Python modules.
CASA & Python. The first release of CASA was in the fall of 2009 using Python
2.5.2. In the intervening years, CASA has upgraded Python a number of times, through
2.6 versions and 2.7 versions. In 2020, the Python community will no longer support
Python 2 and CASA will move to Python 3, which was not designed to be backward
compatible.
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2. Common Astronomical Software Applications - Version 6
CASA 6 makes the transition from Python 2.7 to Python 3.6, by migrating the task
and tool wrappers and overall execution environment. This involves both developer
maintained code and the automated C++ to Python bindings. The transition to Python
3 provides an important motivation for making CASA more Pythonic.
From CASA 6 onward, CASA should be thought of as the system described in
Fig 1. CASA tasks and tools will be available as independent Python 3 modules built
over top of the C++ code base. These modules can be installed via pip wheels. Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI) applications, such as PlotMS, the CASAViewer, and the Cube
Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy (CARTA) run as separate executable pro-
cesses that communicate with CASA Python via gRPC. Additional Python modules are
provided to automatically start and control these external processes.
Figure 1. Schematic overview of CASA 6. Tasks and tools will be available
as independent Python 3 modules that can be installed through pip wheels, while
GUIs run as separate executable processes that communicate with CASA Python via
gRPC. For example, PlotMS, the CASA Viewer, and CARTA would correspond to
the “process” ellipses in the diagram.
3. Pip wheel installation
Pip wheels for casatools and casatasks are available as beta-versions from the public
PyPI server casa-pip.nrao.edu. This allows simple installation and import in to standard
Python 3.6 environments. With the pip installation, CASA may be used in a standard
Pythonic manner such as:
from casatasks import listobs
rc = listobs(’mydata.ms’)
For comprehensive instructions on installation and usage of the initial CASA 6.0 ver-
sion, see CASA Docs:
https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs/casa-5.6.0/introduction/casa6-installation-and-usage
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4. Jupyter Notebook
Jupyter notebooks are ideally suited for code tutorials, exploration, and collaborative
development. Together with Google Colaboratory, which hosts Jupyter notebooks on
free virtual hardware in the cloud, the door is opened to powerful new ways of devel-
oping and sharing software. CASA 6 casatools and casatasks modules are compatible
with the Google Colab environment.
The CASA team is working towards making additional modules compatible in the
future as well as introducing new Jupyter-based CASAguide tutorials. An example of
a Jupyter notebook that explains installation and usage of CASA 6 is available here:
https://go.nrao.edu/casa6
5. Parallel processing
CASA adopts so-called embarrassingly parallelization, where a problem can be sepa-
rated into parallel tasks that need little dependency or communication between them
(Castro et al. 2017). One can parallelize the work by having non-trivially parallelized
algorithms that use several processors within a single CASA instance, or by partitioning
the MeasurementSet data into a Multi-MS and run a CASA instance on each part.
Casampi is a Python package that provides the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
parallelization infrastructure of CASA 6. It can be used together with casatools and
casatasks when using them as separate Python modules in custom user Python setups.
Casampi can be used in two scenarios:
1). As a plugin for casatasks.
2). As a module that can be imported in order to use the casampi paralleliza-
tion functionality directly. This is mostly useful for advanced users, such as the
ALMA and VLA data reduction pipelines.
In scenario 1, casampi adds parallelization at the CASA tasks level. If casampi is
installed together with casatasks, casatasks will see that casampi is available and enable
the parallel processing capabilities of CASA. This includes:
a) Parallel imaging, following the parallelization approach implemented in the
tclean task. This is used in ALMA operations since Cycle 6.
b) Multi-MS parallelization of various tasks, including flagdata, setjy, etc.
Reports on performance in different setups are available from the official CASA Docs
documentation and CASA Memo Series.1
6. Monolithic version
For users that are not interested in these new modular features, CASA will continue to
offer an all-inclusive distribution under Python 3 as a single tar file download, starting
with CASA 6.1. This monolithic package is built from the same modular pip wheels,
but adds a CASA-shell component to replicate the appearance of previous CASA ver-
sions. This means that the monolithic version will keep practical changes for users to
1See https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs/ for CASA Docs and Memo Series.
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a minimum compared to earlier CASA versions. For the time being, the ALMA and
VLA pipeline will also be built on this monolithic version of CASA 6.
7. Concluding remarks
Pip wheels for casatools and casatasks will be available as part of CASA 6.0, which was
released on 17 Dec 2019. There may be compatibility issues as we refine the included
shared libraries to maximize OS support.
In addition to making CASA more Pythonic in the way that it is accessible within
Python, there will also be some more cleanup of problems that have accumulated over
the last decade of development with Python.
All of this means that a period of change is ahead for both CASA and CASA users.
To ease the transition, CASA will support two versions for one year. One version will
be a single monolithic application based on Python 2.7. The other version, CASA 6.0,
will be based on Python 3.
Users are welcome to send any feedback on CASA 6 to casa-feedback@nrao.edu
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